PGX WORKING GROUP:
IN PERSON MEETING
1. AAFP update (2:30-2:45)

2. Plan for 2021: Open discussion (2:45-3:05)

3. Review progress on modules, finalize (3:05-3:45)

Don’t forget your COI!
PLAN FOR 2021

- Finalize Activity for AAFP and get it on-line
- Pgx Scholar plan
- What else?
AAFP UPDATE

- 4 activities done (Clopidogrel, Resources, Health Econ, DTC testing)
- 5 in progress (Nomenclature, Psych, Genetic testing, Reimbursement, Contemporary Topics)
- CME funding plan TBD
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SxN39zyDpL2PVLk301OLeg9M_NzBSIMr?usp=sharing
REVIEW ON NOMENCLATURE